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A Cooperation Agreement for the
3"d Al-Noor International Exhibition for Science and Technology

2022, Erbil-Iraq
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BE,TWEEN
The Iraqi Society for Engineering Management

ISEM

And
Lebanese French University

LFU

Parties
This COOPERATION AGREEMENT ("Agreemenf') is made and entered into on Month Day, Year, by and

between [The Iraqi Society for Engineering Management ISEMI and [Lebanese French University LFU]
(individually referred to as'?arty" and collectively as "Parties").

Strengthening cooperation in striving to provide the best services to university staff and to keep pace with
development in all Educational, Scientific, Research, and Training aspects. By organising a variety of
activities, including conferences, exhibitions, workshops, seminars, and all activities that serve both parties.
This agreement includes the organisation of the 3'd Al-Noor International Exhibition for Science and

Technology.

The First Party (ISEM):
1. Supervising the organisation of the 3'd Al-Noor International Exhibition for Science and Technology.
2. Promoting the exhibition and inviting educational institutions to participate and sponsor or support the

exhibition after consulting the second party.
3. Design the exhibition website to announce the news and activities of the exhibition.
4. Receiving the abstracts of applied research, patents, or creative works through the website.
5. Make sure that the participations are followed the Exhibition poster Template.
6. Communicate with the participants regarding the participation acceptance and Exhibition admission

fee, news, timing, and schedule.

7. Coordination with the second party to complete the administrative aspect of the exhibition, such as

exhibition timings, exhibition opening, speeches, the exhibition hall managemenl registration and all
the requirements during the exhibition days.

8. Exhibition media coverage.

9. Publish the abstracts in the Exhibition proceedings journal with ISBN
10. An electronic version should be published on Researchgate.

11. Providing accommodation for the willing participants.
12. Granting certificates of participatiou and attendance to the exhibition participants.
13. If any party or university wishes to sponsor or support the exhibition, this shall be done in an official

form in accordance with the official correspondence and in an agreement between the first and seeond
parties.
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14. Providing exhibition supplies (notebook, pen, facts magazine...).

15. Organising a tour for the participants with the help of the seco.nd party.

The Second Party (LFU):
1. Promote the exhibition on all social media of the university.
2. In the case that any party or universigr wishes to sponsor or support the exhibition, this shall he done

in an official form in accordance with the official correspondence and in an agreement hetween the

first and second parties.

Providing a hall for the opening ceremony and a hall to present the participants' posters.

Provide lunch for two days.

Providing accommodation in the university's guest house for the keynote speakers.

Choosing a speaker from the universit5r to be one of the main speakers during the opening ceremony.

Providing buses to transport participants from the residence to the exhibition venue and from the

exhibition venue to the residence. In addition to two days transportation for tours.

Assisting the first party in the exhibition managing during the exhibition days.

In the case of the second party's request to bring a foreign or Arabic speaker, it requires

fees for transportation from his/her counfiry to the exhibition.

1. There is no financial obligation between the two parties unless the second party desires to assign tasks

to be performed bythe first party in his place and in accordance with the obligations of the two parties.

2. Since the first party is nonprofit and not financially supported by the government or any institution
and depends on its own efforts to cover all financial requirements, the participation fees are determined
to cover ttre first party employees' salary during the exhibition preparations and days. Moreover, to
cover advertisements in social media and design the exhibition website. Also, the fees will be used to
provide the participants with the exhibition accessories such as a notebook, pen, exhibition program,

exhibition proceedings, and other requirements.

3. The participation fee should be deterutined in accordance with an agreement between the two parties.

It should not be less than 50 dollars and not more than 150 dollars with the availability of all that is
mentioned in terms of this agreement for the participants

4. A 5A% discount on participation fees is granted for the participants frcm the staffof the second

party.

5. A lA% discount on participation fees is granted for the first-parfy members (Society members).

6. If the second party requests that foreigners attend the exhibition as speakers or
paticipants, allocations must be provided for them

Exhibition Manasement
L The two parties hold periodic meetings to discuss the latest exhibition updates at least one meeting

every two weeks.

2. The two parties nominate members to manage the exhibition. Also, they communicate and be the link
between the two parties.
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4.

The two parties nominate the exhibition committee members, including the members of the scientific
committee, the organising committeg and the reception committee. The committees include memhers
from both parties in addition to members &om other universities and institutes.
To achieve a high-quality exhibition in terms of managemen! the exhibition days should be under the
supervision and control of both parties and in joint coordination to provide the best services for the
participants.

5. Both parties should Manage the two-day tours. The participants should for their meals during the
tours, as well as for any other entertainment.

First

The rwo parties ratified the terms of rhe asreement * JlJl '-1"?,*:
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